**Julie Snyder***
This year’s UCSC Alumni Achievement Awardee chats with students about her roots at Kresge College, her career in broadcast journalism, her work as producer of *This American Life*, and her award-winning podcast *SERIAL*. Co-sponsored by University Relations.

*RSVP at <connect.ucsc.edu/snyderchat>; priority seating for Kresge Students.

**Mimi Lok**

*Part of the Kresge 80 Plenary Series; all others RSVP to Beth Henandres-Jason at <bhy@ucsc.edu>.

**Anna Maria Barry-Jester**
With journalism ranging from election analysis to food systems to prison justice, *FiveThirtyEight*’s Anna Maria Barry-Jester offers perspectives on this year’s politics, media, and the future of electoral journalism. Co-sponsored with Porter College.

**Diana Kapp**
Technology and education journalist, and frequent contributor to *San Francisco Magazine* and the *Wall Street Journal*, Diana Kapp brings an impressive range of investigative and editorial experience to Kresge’s stage. Co-sponsored with Porter College.

**Robert Irion**
*National Geographic* contributor and U.C. Santa Cruz Science Communication faculty member Robert Irion discusses the stakes of contemporary science journalism, his collaborations with Neil Degrasse Tyson, and the early history of our solar system. Co-sponsored with Porter College.

---

More info, and advance reading materials for each event, at kresge.ucsc.edu